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The film was released on October 8, 1969, directed by Laxmikant-Pyarelal, with music by Kalyanji Anandji. It
starred Shashi Kapoor and Neetu Singh, with the film being a remake of the Telugu film Varsham. Within a month
of its release, the film received the President's Certificate (a certificate of merit), making it the first Bollywood film

to be granted this honour. The film broke all box-office records in India, beating the previous record-holder,
Zakhm, released on the same day. It is the highest-grossing Indian film and is recognised as the biggest

blockbuster of all time in India. It is also the highest grossing Bollywood film in history, grossing an accumulated
revenue of ₹915.13 crore ($160.28 million). Love Aaj Kal 2 Full Movie Download 1080p In Hindi Dubbed 5.1 Dolby

Atmos 7.1 Surround. Latest release: Mar 06, 2020. The film was released on October 8, 1969, directed by
Laxmikant-Pyarelal, with music by Kalyanji Anandji. It starred Shashi Kapoor and Neetu Singh, with the film being
a remake of the Telugu film Varsham. Within a month of its release, the film received the President's Certificate (a

certificate of merit), making it the first Bollywood film to be granted this honour. The film broke all box-office
records in India, beating the previous record-holder, Zakhm, released on the same day. It is the highest-grossing

Indian film and is recognised as the biggest blockbuster of all time in India. It is also the highest grossing
Bollywood film in history, grossing an accumulated revenue of ₹915.13 crore ($160.28 million). Love Aaj Kal is a

1968 Hindi drama film, directed by Kundan Shah and produced by K. B. Singh. The film features Neetu Singh, and
Shashi Kapoor in the lead role of Jai and Ravi, respectively. The music is composed by the duo Kalyanji Anandji,

with lyrics by Majrooh Sultanpuri. The film is a remake of the Telugu film Varsham. It was the first Bollywood film
to be given the Presidentâ€™s Certificate of merit for the Laxmi ą‡ą†n
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